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In performing various economic analyses for its clients, I have occasionally been asked to investigate the market
potential for various products and services in United States. The purpose of the studies is to understand the density of
demand within United States and the extent to which United States might be used as a point of distribution within
North America. From an economic perspective, however, United States does not represent a population within rigid
geographical boundaries, rather, it represents an area of dominant influence over markets in adjacent areas. This
influence varies from one industry to another, but also from one period of time to another.

In what follows, I summarize the economic potential for United States over the next five years for hundreds of
industries, categories and products. The goal of this report is to report my findings on the real economic potential, or
what an economist calls the latent demand, represented by United States when defined as an area of dominant
influence. The reader needs to realize that latent demand may or may not represent real sales. For many items, latent
demand is clearly observable in sales, as in the case for food or housing items. Consider, however, the category
"satellite launch vehicles". Clearly, there are no launch pads in United States used by the space industry to launch
satellites. However, the core benefit of the vehicles (e.g. telecommunications, etc.) is "consumed" by the area served
by United States. Without United States, in other words, the market for satellite launch vehicles would be lower for
the population in United States, North America, or the world in general. One needs to allocate, therefore, a portion
of the worldwide economic demand for launch vehicles to both North America and United States.

The data presented are the result of various spatial econometric and time-series forecasting models which, for each
category presented, are applied to forecast and allocate latent demand across all countries of the world and major
distribution centers or centers of dominant influence within each country. This is accomplished knowing that
economic fundamentals (e.g. income) generally vary from one country to another within a given country over time.
In this report, I report the allocation for each category for United States as an area of dominant influence in North
America and, potentially, the world.
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How to Do Everything with Your iMacMcGraw-Hill, 2001
The original idea of How to Do Everything with Your iMac was a simple one. The iMac is a complete computer with a wonderful bundle of applications that enable you to do just about anything you need a computer to do. So, I wanted my book on the iMac to be as comprehensive as possible, teaching the reader how to be productive while enjoying this...
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PHP Functions Essential ReferenceNew Riders Publishing, 2001
PHP Functions Essential  Reference is a detailed and practical function reference for the PHP  programming language. Concise and authoritative, this working programmer's guide  covers the core function groups plus 300 additional commonly used PHP functions,  and details 800 more functions on the...
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All the Mathematics You Missed: But Need to Know for Graduate SchoolCambridge University Press, 2001


	Math is Exciting. We are living in the greatest age of mathematics ever

	seen. In the 1930s, there were some people who feared that the rising

	abstractions of the early twentieth century would either lead to mathematicians

	working on sterile, silly intellectual exercises or to mathematics

	splitting into sharply distinct...
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Where There Is No Doctor: A Village Health Care HandbookHesperian Foundation, 1992
Home health care manuals are a dime a dozen, but this one is in a league by itself... This amazing manual...successfully brings together modern concepts of public health and personal health care into a usable and understandable format for the Third World villager. If you are a physician, dentist or nurse planning to volunteer on a medical mercy...
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Elements of Quantum InformationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
'Elements of Quantum Information' introduces the reader to the fascinating field of quantum information processing, which lives on the interface between computer science, physics, mathematics, and engineering. This interdisciplinary branch of science thrives on the use of quantum mechanics as a resource for high potential modern applications. With...
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Open Source Network AdministrationPrentice Hall, 2003
In Open Source Network Administration, MIT netadmin James M. Kretchmar introduces an extraordinary collection of open source tools for streamlining and improving network management, monitoring, alerting, optimization, troubleshooting, and much more. Kretchmar provides detailed explanations, plus easy instructions...
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